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I do not believe there was any particular event with regard to
social media in 2014 that was a watershed of any sort. I believe
the most important realization that has taken place in 2014 is
that the value of employee advocacy, and leveraging it via
social media, is finally being recognized.

2015 needs to be the year of doing what I call "Looking People in
the Eye Digitally." The last few decades of marketing tactics
have made us lazy communicators and I've had just about
enough. Most often we don't even pay attention to who we are
talking to other than via the data we collect (and even that's a
maybe). In order to fix this and really start to benefit from social
relationships (both as individuals and as companies), we need to
start "looking people in the eye digitally." We don’t need to fit
our world to social, we need to fit social to our world.

Ted Rubin
Leading social media
strategist, keynote speaker,
brand evangelist and acting
CMO for Brand Innovators

It’s time to stop making excuses, and start bringing in-person
social skills to the digital world. All of the positive benefits are
out there waiting, and it’s up to us to make the effort to realize
them. Let’s get started! #RonR

I think the decline of organic reach of Facebook in 2014 is huge.
In 2015, we will see the decline of YouTube as social
networks start placing uploaded video more prominently in
their feeds.

Mike A. Stelzner
Founder of Social Media
Examiner, host of Social
Media Marketing podcast,
author

I think the biggest story of 2014 was that social media
transitioned from being a “free” or earned media to a paid
media, led by the dramatic decrease on organic reach available
to most businesses through Facebook.
I think in 2015 we businesses will continue to deal with this
trend of overwhelming information density. It will force us to find
new strategies, new platforms, perhaps even new content forms
as we struggle to compete and stand out.

Mark W. Schaefer
Marketing consultant,
college educator and author

I think you will see SnapApps (aka Snapchat for apps) take the
lead for social sharing / shopping in 2015. Mobile platforms will
be on fire as well.

Christine Korda
Forbes Top 50 Digital
Influencer List. Contributor
to justcharlee.ca

In 2014 'Google My Business' launched, making it easier for
Local businesses and Brands to get on Google+
When you consider the default search results on Google.com
are personalized, you see the role Google+ is increasingly
playing in people's lives. This is huge. A well optimized Google+
post can appear in Google Search in minutes when people have
you / a brand page in their circles. Google+ is not just about
Social SEO though, everything from Gmail (and the new 'Inbox'),
to YouTube, to Maps, we can see that people and the places to
which we are most connected and related are influencing our
experiences.

Martin Shervington
Consultant, speaker, trainer
and coach of Google+,
community manager for
Plus Your Business!

In 2015 I see this trend continuing, and people's mobile
experience in particular, moving ahead quickly. Local
businesses will start looking to get 'good reviews' from local
people, connecting with them on Google+ through the process,
leading to an increased on/offline blend for customer
experience. If you want to see where it is going, just think how
one comment about 'Dunkin Donuts' on a Google+ thread (on a
PC) lead to a suggestion appear on an Android device for
someone's local Dunkin Donuts store. Google+ is three and a
half, and is only just getting started.

The biggest thing that happened in social media in 2014 was the
rise of video, especially on Facebook.
In 2015, I expect podcasts and audio to play a major role in
social media as well.

Pat Flynn
Founder of Smart Passive
Income blog, host of Smart
Passive Income podcast

I think in 2014, brands learned that they cannot count on social
media to communicate with their customers. Although most
saw this coming, Facebook has tightened the reigns on organic
reach, which essentially makes it a "pay to play" scenario for
most companies. Brands should expect the same from LinkedIn
or Twitter (it may not happen, but brands should not expect
these systems to remain open).
This means in 2015, companies will focus more on building
owned audiences through email, and leveraging social media
paid promotion to attract people to owned properties (like
websites) and continue relationships off social media sites.

Joe Pulizzi
Author, founder of Content
Marketing Institute and
Content Marketing World

For me the biggest things in 2014 were the Instagram
updates... All of them: ability to edit posts, add GeoTags
and tag after posting as well as new filters and deleting
spam users.
In 2015, I expect to build online communities on Instagram
through unique hashtags.

Sue B. Zimmerman
Founder of the online Instagram
course Insta-Results™, the
author of Instagram Basics for
your Business, a CreativeLive
instructor, a speaker and
business coach
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